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Abstract 
The basic ant colony algorithm for mobile robot path planning exists many problems, such as lack of stability， 
algorithm premature convergence， more difficult to find optimal solution for complex problems and so on. This 
paper proposes improvement measures. Apply genetic algorithm to optimization and configuration parameters of the 
basic ant colony algorithm. Simulation results show that the improved optimal path length significantly less than the 
basic ant colony algorithm and volatility is smaller, stability significantly improves. The stability of improved ant 
colony algorithm is superior to the basic ant colony algorithm, verify the effectiveness of the improvement measures. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Problem description and definition
Mobile robot path planning is an important research field of robotics. It refers to that, the mobile robot 
in a work environment with obstacles, based on one or some optimization criterion, search for a motion 
path from the initial state to the target , state and the path is the optimal or near optimal, safe, obstacle 
avoidance[1]. 
Robot movement environment which is studied in this paper is known two-dimensional flat space, and 
don’t take obstacles and the robot height information into consider. In the process of environment 
description, all the obstacles in the environment have done pretreatment which extend out each obstacles 
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of the maximum radius of a robot. This allows considering the robot as a particle, thus ensuring the safety 
and greatly reducing the complexity of path planning algorithms [2-3]. 
This study aims to: 
• In the known static environment, find a collision-free path connect the start and the end.  
• Obstacle avoidance, meanwhile make the length of the path as short as possible 
• Algorithm's time complexity is as low as possible, good stability. 
2.    Environmental modeling 
This article mainly uses grid method[4] to divide the robot environment, two-dimensional grid 
represents environment, and encodes the grid from top to bottom, from left to right. 
Fig. 1. Environmental modeling with grid method 
As shown in Figure 1, the grid is divided into two kinds, One is free grid, represented by white; the 
other is obstacle grid, represented by black. Robot can only move in the free grid, and must avoid when 
encounter obstacles grid. 
Robot must according to the environment map to create a corresponding matrix which represents the 
state of each grid (free grid or obstacle grid). Only this, Robot can understand the environment. In this 
environment expression matrix, free grid is represented by 1, and obstacle grid is represented by 0. 
Each obstacle can occupy a grid, or can occupy multiple grids, less than one grid is also expressed by one 
grid. 
3. Description and simulation of the basic ant colony algorithm 
According to the basic principles of ant colony algorithm and path planning requirements, the basic 
idea can be simply described as follows: firstly, Set the basic parameters of the ant colony algorithm, 
including Information inspiration factorα  and hope inspiration factor β , pheromone intensity Q and 
evaporation coefficient ρ , etc. [5]Then put m ant at the starting point of the map(Number is 0), each 
ant  take the starting point as the current node’ applied probability selection function, select the follow-up 
node, if the follow-up node which is to be selected, include the end node (number is N), end this tour, get 
a complete path. After each ant end the travel, partially update pheromone, and compare with the 
current optimal path. If the path obtained is shorter than the optimal path, then replace the optimal 
path with the current path. When all N ants end the tour, do global pheromones update. At this 
point, one iteration completes NC increment. When the NC reaches the maximum, or algorithm stagnation, 
the algorithm is complete. 
We apply the grid method to establish a 20× 20 environmental map. Use the basic ant colony 
algorithm to simulate, the specific process is as follows: 
• Parameter setting. all parameters which are to be selected, refer to empirical values, 
information inspiration factor α   and hope inspiration factor β  take the value 1, 
pheromone intensity Q takes the value 100. Evaporation coefficient ρ =0.2.
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• Initialization. Take pheromone 
0 10ijτ = at time t0. 
• Pheromone updates strategy. Only when find the shorter path than the current optimal path, we can 
update the pheromone and replace current optimal path. 
• Cycles. Take the count of ants m=100，Maximum number of iterations NCmax=30. 
4. The improvement of improved algorithm 
For the problem which exists in the basic ant colony algorithm, this paper proposes four improvement 
measures, and simulates it. 
4.1. Apply genetic algorithm to optimize the relevant parameters 
The parameters of ant colony algorithm have a crucial importance of evaluating the algorithm 
performance, But for the problem of the parameters selected, because in the absence of the 
corresponding strict theoretical analysis as a basis, currently there is no general solution possible. [6] For 
each specific problem model , The best combination of the main parameters is different. Most of the 
existing method of parameter settings is for a specific problem, is obtained through repeated tests, and can 
not be promoted as a general method. In this paper, information inspiration factorα   , 
hope inspiration factorβ , pheromone intensity Q, these three parameter’s possible range is relatively 
large ( 0 5α≤ ≤ ；0 5β≤ ≤ ；10 10000Q≤ ≤ ), If determine the best combination through 
the experimental method, we need a lot of simulation and analysis. Genetic algorithm in solving parameters 
optimization problems, has good operability and high efficiency, this paper introduces genetic algorithm to 
optimize the parameters of the ant colony algorithm [7][8]. 
Genetic algorithms include selection, crossover, mutation and other operators; the step that using genetic 
algorithm to optimize parameter which is used in this paper, is shown in Figure 2. 
                     
Fig. 2. Flow chart of genetic algorithm optimizing parameters      Fig.3 Comparison before and after Parameter optimization 
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The obtained best parameters configure is: 0.5556α = ； 0.8730β = ; 0.3ρ = ； 1000Q = ；
5. Conclusions 
Improved ant colony algorithm’s search optimization capability has greatly improved than the basic 
ant colony algorithm. As can be seen in fig 3, improved ant colony algorithm’s three parameters: the 
optimal path length, the worst path length and average path length are all smaller than the basic ant 
colony algorithm, this means, we have found a shorter path. 
It is proved by simulation experiments, This paper, through the optimization for basic ant colony 
algorithm, make path planning ant colony algorithm for mobile robot has stronger searching optimization 
ability, greater stability and better comprehensive performance. The final path is more optimized. The 
algorithm for solving the problem of mobile robot path planning has some theoretical innovation and 
practical value. 
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